RAPID IMAGE

IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
When you need to make an impact, we will make it happen.
One call, one vendor, one invoice – we’re the one-stop-shop for all of
your commercial and industrial cleaning and painting needs. Efficient
and effective, we expertly work behind the scenes to dramatically
improve the appearance of your building, factory, office, and more.
Entrance cleanup, ceiling brightening, and safety color code painting,
you name it and we get it done on your schedule.
Simply put: we’ve got your back.

[painting and
epoxy floors]

[sandblasting and
pressure washing]

[cleaning]

[duct and kitchen
systems]
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DIRTY. DIFFICULT. DONE.
Deadline around the corner?
CEO or Board of Directors coming for a tour?
Your facility’s future on the line?
> Why Performance Industrial?
Clean buildings, fresh paint, and bare metal. Sunday or sundown, we work to meet your schedule
and exceed your expectations. Our team is self-motivated and self-sufficient. No matter how grimy
the job, we show up on time and in uniform to make you look like the hero. When you need a single
source and expert execution, you can’t afford not to hire us.

> Where we do it

> What we do
»» Update and clean entrances, walkways, and work
zones for better first impressions
»» Highlight walkway areas containing hazards and
emergency equipment with recommended safety
color code paint

»» Manufacturing facilities
»» Warehouses
»» Commercial offices
»» Paper mills and chemical plants

»» Remove cobwebs, dust, and bird waste

»» Food processing facilities

»» Refresh epoxy coatings

»» Hospitals, clean rooms, and labs

»» Brighten ceilings

»» Colleges and universities

»» Scrub with old-fashioned elbow grease

»» Hotels and resorts
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